
What is a Monsoon?  
(The following selections are abstracted from Chasing the Monsoon: A Modern Pilgrimage Through India, Alexander Frater, New 

York: Alfrd Knopf Inc., 1992, p.26-32.) 

 

Since childhood, Alexander Frater has been fascinated with 

the sound of rain. He spent his childhood staring at a 

photograph entitled "Cherrapunji, Assam: The Wettest 

Place on Earth. * It is in Cherrapunji that the Indian 

monsoon produced the world's heaviest rains. In 1987, he 

decided to 'chase the monsoon from Kerala in southern 

India to Cherrapunji in Assam, a south to north journey.  

"Do not fear, sir, monsoon is on the way," said the lady at 

the newsstand. The Weather Special Bulletin of the Indian 

Express announced the 'South-West monsoon is advancing 

over the South Andaman Sea... The normal date of the 

onset of the monsoon is May 20."  

Always, in the latter part of May, attention starts to focus 

on Trivandrum, a tropical city on the Malabar Coast ... The 

Trivandrum Meteorological Center is the most famous 

provincial weather office on the subcontinent. Built in the 

1840's by a maharajah interested in Western scientific 

disciplines, it overlooks the Arabian Sea. It is from here 

that the monsoon is formally announced or 'declared.'  

"Are you wishing to see the Monsoon Officer?" asked the 

man at the desk.  

He took me into the room where Mr. Julius Joseph, the 

Monsoon Officer, was speaking on the telephone. "At 8 

a.m. it was cutting through upper Sri Lanka. Yes, forty 

miles north of Kandy ... Well two days, perhaps, maybe 

three ... We are watching it carefully."  

He put down the receiver and said, " I cannot afford to 

make false prophecies. I speak as a scientist but people 

always listen with their hearts and emotions. The basic 

physics of the monsoon - the word comes from the Arabic, 

mausim, meaning "season" - has been known since the 17th 

century... The monsoon is a huge natural engine driven by 

the temperature differences over sea and land; in summer 

the air over the land grows very hot. It expands and rises, so 

cool sea air must flow in to equalize the pressure. This sets 

up a massive aerial current from the Indian Ocean, south of 

the Equator. It heads for India and the evaporating water it 

picks up from the ocean falls as rain when it reaches the 

land. This condensation releases energy which warms the 

air, pushing it upwards and allowing even more wet air to 

come in from the sea. But it also cools the land, always 

driving that heating and upward convection further into 

India. That is why the monsoon is a travelling phenomenon. 

Are you with me?"  

 

1.  What is a monsoon and how do they form? 



"Yes, I think so." 

"It is further complicated by the fact that it has two 

branches. The Arabian Sea is one, which we get here in 

Kerala, blows on to the Western Ghat (mountains) and 

drops so much of its moisture that there is little left as it 

flows over the rest of the country. The other branch comes 

up from the Bay of Bengal (on the eastern side of the 

subcontinent). It sets in at the same time but it turns in at 

the Himalayas and falls over the plain of the Ganges River.  

"So each summer, " I said, "India is embraced by these two 

great wet arms?  

"Yes, in a sense you are right. The two currents eventually 

become one; indeed, when it approaches Delhi my 

colleagues don't even know from which arm their rains will 

come. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

What do we learn about the monsoon from this map?  

 

 

Why does the monsoon comes from the east and the west? 

 

 

Which areas of India seem least affected by the monsoon? Most affected? 

  

 

If you were looking for a place to live in India, how would the information on this map affect your decision? 

 



Heat and Crops - The Cycle of the Seasons  

(This reading is an excerpt from "The Rains of Estrangement," in Contributions to Indian Sociology, Dr. Susan 

Wadley, 1983, Vol 17, pp.61-63)  

 

     The seasons and the months of the Hindu calendar are 

organizing principles for many aspects of life in the Indian 

villages. In a group of songs called the songs of the twelve 

months, each month has a distinct quality and tone, focusing 

on ritual, social and climatic events. Each of the seasons has 

a different effect on the lives of the residents.  

The two cycles of rainfall and temperature are especially 

important. Some 90% of the rainfall of northern India occurs 

between late June and mid-September, with floods still 

possible into October. A few showers still fall in the winter 

months (December and January). The temperature cycle is 

more consistent, moving slowly between extremes of hot 

and cold, ranging from a daily high of 120 degrees F. or 

more in May and June, prior to the monsoon, to night time 

lows of 40 degrees F in December and January.  

Given these issues of rainfall and temperature, the north 

Indian recognizes three seasons of approximately four 

months each: The hot (garmi); the rainy of wet (barsat or 

chaumasi) and the cold (sardi or jara). The hot season runs 

from March through June; the rainy season from July 

through October; and the cold season from November 

through February. Three cropping seasons are associated 

with these: kharif. the season crops of rice and corn, 

harvested in October and November; rabi, the winter crops 

of wheat and barley, harvested in March-April; and the hot 

season crops of melons and cucumbers, harvested in May 

and June. For the poor, the rains bring a variety of 

difficulties. The song, the "Twelve Months of the Farmer" 

laments the troubles of farmers and the monsoon.  

At the beginning of the month of July,  

Then the rains began to fall heavily,  

And the earth gives up kajal,  

In their minds the farmers are pleased,  

The ropes of the bullock do not stop.  

But our year is desolate,  

Seeing this my heart is breaking.  

Oh, yes indeed, you obtained a piece of land,  

And bullocks, buffalo and wealth  

Are given to the headman.  

The government tax is not yet paid,  

And how is your peace my husband?  

I do not have any happiness.  

... Friend, Bhadon is a stream of water,  

The sky has been torn open,  

The grindstone and oven are ruined,  

Our portion of poverty has come.  

The river became flooded,  

 

2. How do monsoons affect economic activities in 

South Asia?  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The crop is destroyed,  

The cattle died from hunger.  

My sister-in-law's corn is submerged,  

My sister-in-law's rice and  

My father-in-law's mustard are damaged.  

Millets, lentils and corn are ruined.  

And how is your peace my husband?  

I do not have any happiness.  

 



The Monsoon and Deforestation  
(The following selections are abstracted from Chasing the Monsoon: A Modern Pilgrimage Through India, Alexander Frater, Now 

York: Alfred Knopf Inc., 1992, p.63-65.)  

 

Since childhood, Alexander Frater has been fascinated with 

the sound of rain. He spent his childhood staring at a 

photograph entitled "Cherrapunji, Assam: The Wettest 

Place on Earth. 'It is in Cherrapunji that the Indian 

monsoon produced the world's heaviest rains. In 1987, he 

decided to "chase the monsoon "from Kerala in southern 

India to Cherrapunji in Assam, a south to north journey 

I met Kamal Das in her rambling, comfortable house, the 

sounds of the dripping gardens audible through the open 

shutters.  

"The monsoon's arrival is quite magnificent. It comes 

towards you like an orchestra and, not surprisingly, has 

inspired some of our loveliest music, ragas, which evoke 

distant thunder and falling rain. For centuries our artists 

have painted monsoon pictures and our poets have 

serenaded the monsoon; I am simply in that tradition." She 

smiled and said, "What I would really like to talk about, 

however, is the forests - or, rather, the lack of them. The 

problem is inextricably linked with the monsoon so it 

should be relevant to your researches. You may find it an 

unreliable, even treacherous, companion. These days it has 

become very elusive. It is often late. Deforestation is one of 

the reasons for this. Trees help to make rain. Forests seed 

the passing clouds. Before they cut them down the 

monsoon was always on time. My grandmother planned 

everything around it - washing the clothes, drying the grain, 

visiting relatives - in the certain expectation that it would 

arrive on the appointed day. The rains were heavier then. 

Within minutes of the burst small rivers had formed around 

our houses in which we children sailed paper boats. The 

monsoon was part of our lives, like sleep. We watched the 

world being reborn around us while the rain seeped into the 

house's foundations, making it creak and wobble. In the last 

two weeks in July we picked ten sacred herbs that grew in 

the puddles, took them inside and blessed them." 

Mrs. Das's anti-deforestation committee arrived, and put the 

problem into perspective for me.  

They said India was once a forested country. When 

Alexander the Great invaded in 327 B.C. he encountered 

dense, almost impenetrable forests. But peasants were 

already pursuing a slash-and-burn policy and, after the 

Emperor Ashoka came to power, the reforms proposed 

included planting 'useful trees' along roads and on military 

camping grounds.  

Trees play a crucial role in the monsoon cycle. By seeding 

clouds that encourage the rain to fall; by trapping it they 

help recharge the aquifers and hold groundwater in store for 

 
3.  What are the affects of monsoons on Asia’s physical 

environment? 



the common good. Some water, rising with the cell sap, is 

returned to the sky by transpiration through the leaves. A 

well-stocked teak forest gives off the equivalent of 1,000 

nun of precipitation. Great rain forests act on the 

atmosphere like tropical seas; they supply it with water 

vapor and help replenish the rains.  

By and large India is a natural tree-bearing country. Though 

it has 5 million hectares of eternal snow, most of its soil 

groups will support something - oaks, conifers, 

sandalwood, rosewood, bamboos, etc. Many Indians, 

though, have never visited a forest and are perhaps unaware 

that ever widening man-made gaps in the canopy will allow 

heavy rains to wash away the herbs, grasses and leaf-mould 

carpeting the floor. Then the soil itself is washed away 

leaving the underlying rock exposed. Silting and flooding 

follow. Some of India's most tragic floods have been 

caused by denudation of forests so thick that tigers lived in 

them.  

 

 


